REAL LENGTH FUNCTIONS IN GROUPS BY NANCY HARRISON( !)
ABSTRACT.
This paper is a study of the structure of a group G equipped with a 'length' function from G to the nonnegative real numbers.
The properties that we require this function to satisfy are derived from Lyndon's work on groups with integer-valued functions.
A real length function is a function which assigns to each g í G a nonnegative real number |g| such that the following axioms are satisfied: In this paper structure theorems are obtained for the cases when G is abelian and when G can be generated by two elements. We first prove that if G is abelian, then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive group of the real numbers.
Then we introduce a reduction process based on a generalized notion of Nielsen transformation. We apply this reduction process to finite sets of elements of G. We prove that if G can be generated by two elements, then G is either free or abelian.
Introduction.
Lyndon [l] did some work on isolating certain cancellation arguments used in Nielsen's proof of the subgroup theorem for free groups. From this work he developed a set of properties for a 'length' function from a group to the nonnegative integers that are necessary and sufficient for any group with such a function to be a free group. The question then arises of what can be said about groups with length functions whose ranges are more general than the integers. This paper discusses groups G which are equipped with a length function into the nonnegative real numbers. Structure theorems for G are obtained for the cases when G is abelian and when G can be generated by two elements. Before proceeding we will discuss briefly some examples of groups with real length functions. Proposition 1.1. Absolute value is a length junction on the additive group of real numbers R.
Proof.
The only property that requires any work to verify is AA. Let x, y, and z be real numbers such that
(1) <Ax, y) > m and (2) • • • y, is in normal form. This is a length function for G.
• roof. Let G be a group with a length function. In §2 we present some consequences of the axioms.
In the third section we prove that if G is abelian, then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive group of real numbers.
In the fourth section we introduce a reduction process for finite sets of elements from G. And the structure of G generated by two elements is determined in §5; such a G is either free or abelian.
2. Consequences of the axioms. We want to derive some consequences of the axioms for a length function. First we consider an alternative statement of A4;
c(x, y) < c(x, z) implies that c(x, y) = c(y, z). We now state some immediate consequences of the axioms that we will be using throughout. [December Proposition 2.1. c(x, y) < minimum ¡|x|, |y||.
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to show the result for |x| > |y|. Axiom A, implies that c(xy, y) > 0. It follows by A that c(x, y) = V2(\x\ + \y\ -\xy\) < Y2(\x\ + \y\ + \y\ -|x|) = \y\. Finally we need to establish the fact that the function f(x) = |x | -|x| from G to the nonnegative reals is a class function. The proof is long and requires a number of case distinctions, but it is not difficult. We remark that this is a key factor in one case of the determination of the structure of a group G generated by a pair of elements.
In this proof and most of those following, A2 and its immediate consequence, c(x, y) = c(y, x), are used frequently. Since constant referral is burdensome, for the remainder of the paper we will use them without specific mention.
Theorem 2.8. For arbitrary g, x £ G, \x2\ -\x\ = \gx2g\ -\gxg\.
Proof. If g or x is 1, the equality is trivial. Henceforth assume that g 4 1 and x 4 1. Consider c(g, x) and c(g, x). and (1) it follows that |x | = 0, a contradiction of AQ since |x| > 0 by A Therefore c(gx , g) = 0, and using (iij) (iiil} |g*2g|=2|g| + |x2|.
Then (i.) and (iii,) imply lg*2g| -lg*g| = |*2| -|*|. It is easy to see that c(gx, g) = c(gx, gx). We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. If c(gx, g) < c(gx, gx), then A implies c(gx, g) = c(g, gx).
It follows that [gx\ = |gx|, but this contradicts (2) . If c(gx, gx) < c(gx, g), then
A4 implies c(gx, gx) = c(gx, g), hence |gx| -[gx g\ = |g| -[gxg\. Using (i2fc) it follows that [gx g\ -\gxg\ = -\x\. But this contradicts AQ. Therefore c(gx, g) -c(gx, gx). Using (2), [gx g\ -|gxg| = |x| which in view of (*2) is our desired result.
Case 3. c(g, x) = 0 and c(g, x) ^ 0.
This follows immediately from Case 2.
Case 4. c(g, x) 4 0 and c(g, x) 4 0.
We will treat separately the three possiblilites that arise in comparing c(g, x) and c(g, x). Also c(g, x) + c(x, g) < \x\ so Proposition 2.4 implies c(gx, g) = c(x, g). Thus
('Uj \gxg\ = 2\xg\-\x\.
Next we need to examine [gx g\; we claim that c(g, x g) = c(g, x). Since c(g, x) <Vi |x|, c(g, x) + c(x, x) < |x|, so Proposition 2.4 implies c(gx, x) = c(x, x). It follows that c(gx, x) + c(x, g) < \x\; Proposition 2.4 then implies c(]>x , ~g) = c(x, g). Thus
(ü4a) \gx2g\ = \x2g\ -1*1 + |*«|.
Using (i4 ) we obtain |gx2g| -\gxg\ = |x2g| -\xg\. In view of (*4a) this is our desired result.
(4b) c(g, x) < c(g, x).
Axiom A4 implies c(g, x) = c(x, x); hence (*4b} l*2| -1*1 = 1**1 -1*1-Since c(g, x) < c(g, x), |gx| < \gx\ and c(gx, g) < c(gx, g). Applying A4 to this we obtain c(gx, g) = c(gx, gx). Therefore \gx g\ -\gxg\ = \gx\ -\g\, which in view of (*,, ) is our desired result.
This follows immediately from (4b).
3. Abelian groups with real length functions.
Introduction. Let G be a nontrivial abelian group with a real length function.
We prove that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive group of real numbers R.
A new length function on G. Choose a nontrivial element a of G and let d = c(a, a). Define a function || || from G to R as follows: if x 4 1, then ||x|| = |x| -2d; if x = 1, then ||x|| = 0.
We claim that || || is a length function. Proof. The assertion is trivial if x or y is the identity, whence we may suppose that x ^ 1 and y ¡¿ 1. Furthermore no generality is lost in assuming that |x| < |y| since it implies c (x, x) < c(y, y). First consider the case that |x| < \y\. It suffices to show that c(x, y) < \x\ -d; for from this it follows that c"(x, y) = c(x, y) -d < \x\ -2d = c (x, x).
We assume on the contrary that c(x, y) > |x| -d which is equivalent to |xy| < \y\ -\x\ + 2d and derive a contradiction. Since |x| < \y\, c(xy, x) < c(xy, y) which yields by A4 that c(xy, x) = c(x, y). From this and our assumption we conclude that |xy| = 2|y| -|xy| > \y\ + \x\ -2d. But this is equivalent to c(x, y) This completes the proof that cf> is a homomorphism.
Lemma 3.9. <p: G -► R is one-to-one.
Proof. Let x £ G such that cp(x) = 0. The definition of cp forces |x| = 0 so x = 1 by A j.
These last two lemmas yield the result we set out to prove.
Theorem 3.10. Let G be an abelian group with a real length function. Then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive group of real numbers R.
A reduction process.
In this section we introduce a reduction process that we apply to finite sets of elements from a group with a real length function.
We will first discuss some results that we use from Lyndon's paper [l] . Lyndon isolated some cancellation ideas from Nielsen's proof of the subgroup theorem for free groups, and he proved a theorem that a product of elements is not the identity provided there is not too much cancellation in forming the product of any 
If a Nielsen transformation is applied to a sequence X, the new sequence X generates the same subgroup of G as X does.
For the remainder of this section let G be a group with a real length function on it. We shall say that the right half of x is isolated from y if c(x, y) < Definition. X = \xx, x , ■ ■ . , x ! is fully Nielsen reduced if it is Nielsen reduced and for each x £ X either |xyf| > |y| for all y £ X, y 4 x, and £ 6 S+ 1, -l! or |xye| > |y| for all y £ X, y / x, and ( £ {+ 1, -1 !; that is for each x £ X either its right half or its left half is isolated in X.
Theorem 4.3. // a set X of elements from a group G with a real length [December function is Nielsen reduced, then there exists a finite number of Nielsen transformations which we can apply to X to obtain a set X' which is fully Nielsen reduced.
Proof. This proof is an adaption of one given in Magnus, Karrass, and Solitar [2, Theorem 3.1, . Let X = iz*,, w0, ■ ■ ■ , w \ be a Nielsen reduced set where \wy\ < \w2\ < • • ■ < \w \. Assume that X = \w., •• • , w A is fully
Nielsen reduced. First we modify X so that the right half of every element in it is isolated. If the right half of wx is not isolated in X, then replace wx by w^.
In this way we obtain a set X' = \w' •■• , w' } in which tu'. £ {w., w~.\ and the right half of every element of X is isolated in X1.
Next we isolate the right half of each element in X' from w and w . If is Nielsen reduced. Next consider w'. If there is some w' £ X such that \w' w' I = \w' I,
then replace wf by w" = w'w'. Since the right half of w' is isolated in X', k < p.
Thus it is best to choose À = maximum ll, 2, ••• , t -\/\w'w\ = \w |}. Continuing in this way we arrive at a wt. from which the right half of every element in X is isolated. However, wt. might end with the right half of some element in X. If so, then repeat the above procedure to obtain wt2. Now the right halves of elements from X are isolated from wt2 and wt , that is \w''.wt2\ > \wt \ and \w'x wt2\ > \wt2\ fora11 w'\ €X>-Finally we need to assure that at least one side of wt is isolated in X. If ii' 's left or right half is isolated in X, then X' U \wtA is fully Nielsen reduced.
Assume that neither side of wt2 is isolated. Then there must exist w'x. and w\2 in X' suchthat \wt2w'Xl\ = \w'Xl\ = \w,2\ and \wt2w\2\ = \w\2\ = \wt2\. We will modify X' so as to isolate the right half of t//(2 from those w'^ that end with the right half of z^ir If |ia>'x| = \wt2w'x\, then let w"x = wt2w'x; otherwise let w'l -w'.. Then ii^'j, w" ■ ■ ■ , iv" ., wtA is fully Nielsen reduced.
Repeat the entire procedure for w y w 2, • • • , and w . Finally we obtain a set X which is fully Nielsen reduced. we can conclude that w 4 1-Hence H is a free group with free generators X -Si!.
Next we want to define a reduction sequence for a finite subset of elements from G. Let X = (x,, x , • • • , x ) be a sequence of elements from G such that l*ll 5 l*2l -" ' " S \x"\-We define the length of X, denoted |X|, to be 2? j|x.|.
A reduction of X is an elementary Nielsen transformation applied to X to obtain a new sequence X" such that the length of X" is shorter than that of X, followed by an elementary Nielsen transformation which permutes the sequence Í3, 27! is infinite.
As a corollary to the previous theorem we get Corollary 4.5. // the reduction sequence of X = (Xj, x2, ■ • • , x ), a set of elements from a group G with a real length function, is finite, then H = (xx, x2, .
• . , x ) is a free group.
We want to define limit numbers for a reduction sequence. Let X = (xj, x2, ■ • • , x ) be a sequence of elements from G such that |xj| < |x2| < • ■ • < |x |, and let X^0-" = X, X*-, X^ \ ■ • ■ be a reduction sequence for X. For each i, 1 
Since c(w ., w. ,) < minimum \V2\w \, l/2\w. ,|}, the above expression yields |x| > \w \. Now at least one h, 1 < h < m, is such that \w,\ > k; for if not, x e V . We want to discuss briefly the limit numbers of infinite reduction sequences.
It is easy to see that without further qualifications two infinite reduction sequences for a finite set X of elements from G need not have the same limit numbers.
Suppose G = A. *A? *A, where A. is the additive group of real numbers with absolute value as a length function, and give G the length function of Proposition 1.2. Take X = 1(2, l), (77, 1), (e, 2), (3, 2)} where (r, k) is the real number r from A, . We can formulate an infinite reduction sequence for X which reduces (2, 1) and (77, l) but leaves (e, 2) and (3. 2) alone; its limit numbers would be 0, 0, e, 3. We can also formulate an infinite reduction sequence which reduces both 1(2, 1), (77, 1)} and l(e, 2), (3, 2)} and has limit numbers 0, 0, 0, 0. Thus in contrast to a finite reduction sequence, the limit numbers of an infinite sequence do not depend on X alone. In this paper we are mainly concerned with From this it follows that |az| = |z| -\a\ + 2d < ß since |z| < ß + a-2d. But this is a contradiction. Therefore z is either aza or aza. Since the arguments are similar for both of these, we will only present the details for z = aza. In this case z, is aaza, za, or azaa. Since |z,| < |az| < \za\, z 4 za. And if z -azaa, c(a, a) < c(aza, a), so A, implies c(a, a) = c(aza, a). But then |aza| = -|a| + |az| + 2d < ß, a contradiction. Finally suppose z, = aaza. We need first to show that |za| < |z|. It is easy to see that c(az, a) = c(z, a).
For if c(z, a) < c(az, a), then A4 implies c(z, a) = c(az, z) and \za\ + \az\ = 2|a|. This is impossible; z2 = az was chosen so that |az| < |za|, and |zJ > |a| or the sequence stops.
And if c(az, a) < c(z, a), then A4 implies c(az, a) = c(az, z) so |aza| + |z| = 2|a|. This is a contradiction; |z,| = |aza| > |a| or the sequence stops and |z,| < |z2| < |z|. Since |aza| < \az\, c(az, a) > Vi\a\.
Hence c(z, a)>A\a\ or equivalently |za| < |z|. Since |aaza| < |aza|, c(a, a) < c(a,a~za~); AJmplies c(a, a) = c(a, aza) so |aza| = |za| -|a| + 2d". Since |za| < |z| and |z| < ß + \a\ -2d, it follows that |aza| < ß. But this is a contradiction. Therefore the pair (a, z ) must be Nielsen reduced so the reduction process stops. Proof. Let x, y £ G with |x| < |y|. Let (x, y), (xr y2), ... be a reduction sequence for (x, y) with limit numbers a and ß where a < ß. Since f is a class function by Theorem 2.8, the above implies that K. = Kl for all z.
Since limit lx | = 0 = limit ly I, given any <r > 0 there exists an inri -.00 i n' n -"ounl ° '
teger N such that, for all n> N, \y \ <%(. Now K < f(x y x y ) < lx y x y I < 2|x I + 2|y I < (. n -' n}n n' n -' nJ n nJ n1 -' n' u n' -Hence K. = 0 so x and y commute.
We turn now to the case when every reduction sequence for (x, y) is infinite with limit numbers a. = ß > 0. Let (x., y) be a reduction sequence for (x, y). There are several parts to this case. First we show that from some point on in our sequence no element occuring is cyclically reduced. Secondly we verify some simple lemmas concerning the amounts of cyclic reduction and the lengths of elements in our sequence. Thirdly we show that limit c(y ., y) = limit . c(x., x.) ='/Sa. Finally we prove that x and y commute.
If a and b ate the elements of some pair in a reduction sequence for x and y but it is not determined whether a or b has the shorter length, we will use the notation (a/b) fot the pair.
Lemma 5.3. Let (x., y .) be an infinite reduction sequence for x, y £ G where limit ■ _^ \x \ = limit.__ |y .| = a > 0. Then given any N there exists n>N such that some element of (x , y ) is not cyclically reduced.
Proof. Let 0 < e < (l/3)a. Choose M such that |y" | < a + c. Let xf,=u and yM = v. Since \u, v\ is not Nielsen reduced, minimum S \ûv\, \ûv\, \uv\,\uv\\ < \v\. Then given any N there exists n > N such that neither element of (x^, y) is cyclically reduced.
Proof. Let 0 < c < (l/3)aChoose Q such that |y"| < a+ c. Let xQ = u and y" = v. Let uv be the new element in the (Q + l)th pair. By our hypothesis this pair is (ul uv) where |hi>| < minimum ||zvv|, \uv\. \uv \\. We Assume now that m > n + 2. Let R be the term in which vu"+ first occurs.
Since R < N and u e \xN, yN\, the Rth term is necessarily (u, vun+ ) This completes the proof that given any N there exists n > N such that some element of (x , y ) is not cyclically reduced.
Lemma 5.5. Let (x., y.) be an infinite reduction sequence for x, y e G where limit. |x.| = limit. ly J = a> 0. // the elements of (x* y*), the Nth pair of the reduction sequence, are not cyclically reduced and have length less than 2 a, /¿e?2 for n > N neither x 7?or y is cyclically reduced.
Proof. We assume the existence of 72 > N such that some element of The next step is to establish some trivial lemmas that we need in the sequel.
Lemmas 5.6-5.8. Let (x ., y .) be an infinite reduction sequence for x, y £ G. Assume that the limit numbers for this sequence are both equal to some nonzero real number a and that no group element which occurs in this sequence is Proposition 5.9. Let (x ., y .) be an infinite reduction sequence for x, y £ G.
Assume that the limit numbers for this sequence are both equal to some nonzero number a. and that no element which occurs in this sequence is cyclically reduced. Then c(cz, a) < c(a, ab). Axiom A4 implies c(a, ä) = c(a, ab), so that 2c = \a\ + \ab\ -\b\. Since \a\ > a, \ab\ > a, and \b\ < a + e, it follows that 2c > a -t. The new coordinate of the (R + l)th pair is (ab)ma(ab)m + ia or (ab)m + 1a(ab)ma.
Since the arguments are similar for both of these, we will only present the details of the former. Assume that_(a¿>)ma(a¿)CT+ a occurs in the (R + l)th term. Proof. We assume that y' and z' do not commute and derive a contradiction.
By Theorem 5.12 we can fully Nielsen reduce \y', z'\ to jy, z\. Since x commutes with both y' and z' and (y;, z') = (y, z), it follows that x must commute with 
